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Curator Eungie Joo’s Sharjah Biennial 12,
“The Past, the Present, the Possible,” was
conscientiously an anti-behemoth of a biennial.
Joo chose just 51 artists and groups—half the
number of the previous version—and mercifully
did not try to offer the latest “everywhere, rightnow” vision of global or regional art practices. Nor
was hers a polemically driven show, with artists’
works servicing some lapsed critical ideology or
trite geographical realignments. Instead, it was
an artist-forward exhibition, with Joo showcasing
individual practices and facilitating the realization
of ambitious site-specific projects.
That said, Sharjah Biennial 12 was hardly
apolitical. The charged topics of labor, colonialism,
agriculture, the self-determination of peoples,
collective memory and national ideologies were
all addressed through artists’ lived experiences
and formal experimentation. This approach—the
blending of the topical and the experiential—was
epitomized by Cinthia Marcelle’s At the Risk of the
Real (2015), a post-and-beam structure supporting
a ceiling of wooden sieves, inside a coral-walled
courtyard. Mimicking the process used to produce
plaster, construction workers above created fine
showers of sand that covered visitors’ tracks in a
delicate, shifting sand-scape below—suggesting
how the utopian fantasies that accompany realestate development in the United Arab Emirates,
as elsewhere, rely upon basic human labor.
Joo’s curatorial success was to reveal artists in
new, expanded depths. In some cases she achieved
this through the pairings of otherwise disparate
practices. Kim Beom’s five-meter-tall, black-andwhite depiction of a maze, Untitled (Intimate
Suffering #13) (2014), an absurdist yet emotive
take on abstract painting, together with Iman
Issa’s human-sized, abstract-sculpture-derived
objects from Sharjah museums, drew out in each
an uncomfortable relationship between art-object
and the body. Most memorably, Joo juxtaposed the
works of Rayyane Tabet and Byron Kim, which,
despite all other dissimilarities, are embedded
with poignant family stories. Dramatically
suspended from the ceiling was Tabet’s Cyprus
(2015), a 850-kilogram wooden ship with its rusted,
human-sized anchor on the floor. It recalls the ship
his father had rented 29 years ago, envisioning it
would carry the family from war-torn Lebanon
to Cyprus before realizing he could not pilot it
safely, averting a near-certain tragedy at sea. In the
adjacent gallery was a yearlong selection of Bryon
Kim’s modest, self-effacing “Sunday Paintings”
(2001– ), each a record of the sky’s color on that
day, with chronicles of his artistic and familial life
handwritten on the surface.
Another hallmark of Joo’s biennial was the
unique solo presentations of older figures newly
recognized internationally, such as Korean late
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modernist painter Chung Chang-sup (1927–2011),
Lebanese sculptor Saloua Raouda Choucair, and
Turkish painter (and later, Jordanian princess)
Fahrelnissa Zeid (1901–1991). Joo’s preface aptly
describes one of her interests as “an ahistorical
wealth of abstraction,” particularly by women
artists, including Etel Adnan; Lala Rukh, who
makes calligraphic-inspired paintings; Jac Leirner,
whose sculptures are arrangements of old paper
currency or plastic rulers; and Julie Mehretu’s
massive, black-on-gray canvases. Lynette
Yiadom-Boakye’s portraits of black subjects were
a counterpoint to the abstraction. Classical in
style and grouped by her subjects’ gender, they
collectively formed the biennial’s humanist core.
In eliding “the future” for “the possible” in her
title, Joo suggested both a faith in human agency
and deep uncertainty for the future. Fortitude was
embodied in Jawshing Arthur Liou’s massive film
projection, depicting the artist’s 2,300-kilometer
pilgrimage to the Himalayan peak of Kailash after
his daughter’s death, and in Abdullah al-Saadi’s
video and drawings that resulted from his voyage
through the Emirates’s hills, while carting his
provisions in a camera-rigged wheelbarrow.
Elsewhere, apprehension about humanity’s future
riddled Michael Joo’s archaeological-like site in
an abandoned warehouse—a network of channels
carved into the concrete floor, with a pit excavated
in front of its far wall, covered in mirrored paint—
and Hassan Khan’s dark-humored project centered
around a video starring two “idiot” characters
engaged in a Beckett-meets-Machiavelli dialogue.
Working in what she describes as a “particularly
disharmonious and decadent moment in human
history,” Joo nonetheless created a polyphonic
biennial that eschewed both artistic spectacle and
curatorial grandiosity—reasons enough to feel
better about the future.
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Semiha Berksoy is known as Turkey’s first opera
singer, but she was an artist, and a diva, of a much
higher order. Born in 1910, she studied sculpture
and ceramics, scored a starring role in Turkey’s
first sound film in 1931 and performed in the
country’s first opera in 1934. After studying opera
in Berlin, she became the first Turkish citizen to
sing on the European stage.
She also painted her entire life, visualizing
the rich, inner mythology that drove her storied
career. Now, more than a decade after her death
in 2004, Istanbul’s Galerist is representing her
estate to help raise funds for a planned museum of
her work. As an introduction, Galerist presented
“Wall of Hallucination,” which spanned Berksoy’s
life, mixing personal photographs, objects, letters,
drawings and footage of the artist with paintings
on the walls.
Berksoy painted mostly on vertical masonite
panels or wide fabric sheets, in an emotionally
urgent, self-taught style, using rich, eccentric
colors that had specific emotional meanings to
the figures represented. She primarily depicted
herself, with her signature, rouge-highlighted
cheeks, as well as her mother (the painter Fatma
Saime) who died when she was eight, her artistic
influences and family members. Never intending
for her creations to be sold, Berksoy kept the
paintings around her or gifted them to friends,
believing that the works embodied the spirits of
those she loved and was inspired by—as in Mom
and I (1974), in which her late mother cradles her
deceased baby sister, with a long arm wrapped
around a young Semiha standing nearby.
Another crucial person for the artist was the
avant-garde poet Nâzım Hikmet (1902–1963), who
was persecuted by the Turkish state in the 1940s
for his communist beliefs, and was the object of
young Berksoy’s affection. Though her feelings
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were unrequited, Hikmet’s rejection inspired
Berksoy to focus her life on art, and they remained
admiring friends. Berksoy’s 1978 painting of
Hikmet portrays him with towering yellow curls
and exaggeratedly square facial features, rendered
in blue on white skin. At Galerist, Hikmet’s visage
faced a large, un-stretched linen work, Lovers Meet
in a Dream (2001), showing two silhouettes united
on a hilltop, based on a vision Berksoy had the
night before she was to perform in a play staged on
the 100th anniversary of Hikmet’s birth.
Later rooms at Galerist recounted Berksoy’s
attempts to overcome her own struggles. A pair
of black paintings with her white-painted face
emerging from the darkness—Laughing SelfPortrait and Seeing Self-Portrait (both 1969)—were
created when she herself was under government
scrutiny for her friendship with “marginal
characters.” Phoenix (1997), painted on a linen
sheet over four meters long, shows Berksoy in
costume with an enormous feathered hat, aside an
image of herself on the heart surgeon’s table at age
90, with scrawled writings about her grandfather’s
membership in the Sufi Bektaşi order and her
own debut in front of modern Turkey’s founder,
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. Guided by her own
mysticism, Berksoy said, “In my works one can live
the victory of eternal love over evil, ignorance and
death, as love rules the universe by channeling an
optimistic and empirical spirit.”
Admired by director Robert Wilson and curator
Harald Szeemann, among others, Berksoy is
not unknown as an artist, having exhibited at
galleries in Ankara, Istanbul, Berlin and Paris in
her lifetime, as well as at Manifesta 2 (1998) and
the 2005 Venice Biennale. Istanbul Modern owns
a suite of her paintings depicting her characters
from favorite operas, and her installation of
paintings from her bedroom is held by Ankara’s
state art museum.
Yet the artworks of Berksoy—an autodidact,
self-mythologizer and mystic—deserve a more
permanent showcase. They still feel original
today and are unique in Turkey’s 20th-century art
tradition of largely male-dominated, doctrinaire
and cliquish schools of abstract painting. While the
postwar authoritarian state and toxic intellectual
climate compelled Turkey’s most original artists
to emigrate to Europe or retreat into domestic
seclusion, Berksoy lived, suffered and triumphed
all in the open. This public defiance is part of why
she is so beloved. Her works contain the same
energy, spirit and love that gave her the necessary
courage to be Semiha Berksoy.
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